召开日期：2017年3月23日，2:15 - 4:15pm，GLC 238

出席人员：Tanyel Bulbul, Gary Costello, Mark Cramer, Kevin Edgar, Muhammad Hajj, Eric Hallerman, Jennifer Hodgson, Gary Kinder, Erin Lavender-Stott, Peggy Layne, Brent Opell, Sally Paulson, Justin Sanders, Steve Sheetz, Beth Waggenspack

缺席未通知：None

缺席通知：None

嘉宾：Shania Clinedinst, Graduate School staff
Marilynn King, Dean's assistant

开业：Kevin Edgar, 主席

提案待审议

提案通过后待修订：
CM-3356 CSES 5044 Modeling Managed Ecosystems and Complexity (new) (F 17)
CM-3359 CSES 5314 Water Quality for Professionals (new) (F 17)
CM-3364 HNFE 5304 Principles of Dietetics and Nutrition Practice (new) (F 17)
CM-3335 HNFE 5314 Business of Dietetics and Healthcare (new) (F 17)
CM-3344 HNFE 5324 Public Health Nutrition Policies and Programs (new) (F 17)
CM-3238 BC 5264G Advanced Fundamentals of Construction Management (new) (Sum II)
CM-3154 SPIA 5674 Financial Health of Public and Nonprofit Organizations (revision) (F 17)
CM-2884 GEOG 5334G Advanced Geospatial Information Technology for Land Change Modeling (new) (F 17)
CM-3541 NEUR 5914 Drug Development in Neuroscience (new) (F 17)

提案搁置：
CM-3361 UAP 5125-5126 Planning Studio: Real World Problems and Solutions (new) (F 17)
CM-3131 UAP 5224 Planning Methods and Technologies (Revision) (F 17)
CM-3326 BMES 6524 Physics of Medical Imaging (new) (Sp 18)
CM-3327 BMES 6534 Medical Health Physics (new) (Sp 18)

延期提案：
CM-3141 SPIA 5024 Introduction to Public and Nonprofit Financial Management (revision)
(F 17) (tabled 2/23/17)
Adjournment: 3:10 pm
Respectfully submitted on behalf of GCC,
Mary Madis

1 cm-3141 SPIA 5024. Upon approval of SPIA 5024, discontinue UAP 5024/PAPA 5024